KERRY
Summary

Hardiness – thrifty, agile and well adapted to maintaining condition on poor quality vegetation.
• Maintains condition well – appears to have a
good capacity to digest poor quality grasses such
as Purple Moor-grass and in extensive systems
may only require minimal supplementary feeding.
• Outwintering – essentially a dairy breed and
whilst of hardy constitution, needs to be given
some sheltered grazing especially in winter.
• Summer - coat becomes short and fine when on
good pasture.
• Agile and surefooted – essentially a mountain
breed within the range 400-3000ft, thus adapted
to ranging over difficult terrain.

Physical Attributes & Husbandry - a small
adaptable breed, which adjusts well to being handled.
• Small size - relatively lightweight, thus helps minimise damage to pastures. Cows weigh 350450kg, although in mountainous areas may only
reach 300kg; bulls 455 kg.
• Handling – without regular handling, the breed
can be quite flighty; easily tamed and domesticated. Calves born with horns, although most are
dehorned. Bears confinement extremely well and
does not suffer from being transferred from
mountain to garden. Steers/bullocks are preferable to cows for handling purposes. As with all
dairy breeds, Kerry bulls must be handled with
respect.
• General health - considered resistant to Tuberculosis. Worming may be required if kept in confined areas.
• Breeding - rarely trouble with calving due to good
pelvis. Good nurse cows. Calving regularly until
14 - 15 years.
• Hooves - may require trimming if run on soft
ground.
• Background - the Kerry is descended from the
early Irish cattle and until as recently as 1876
was considered to be the same breed as the Dexter. The principal surviving herd of Kerries is
based at Muckross House in County Kerry, Eire.
• Appearance - black bodied, with fine white, blacktipped horns.
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A rare breed, the Kerry originates from and continues to have its stronghold within the Irish Republic.
Despite being essentially a dairy breed, the small
and agile Kerry is fairly hardy and well adapted to
digesting poor quality vegetation. It readily consumes
a range of grasses, both coarse and fine, and has
potential for wider use within conservation grazing
situations.

Grazing Characteristics - readily consumes a
wide range of grasses, including coarse species.
• Grazing ability - strongly grass based and readily
consumes a wide range of grasses. Rushes eaten
by both calves and grown cattle, particularly during
winter.
• Browsing ability – readily take leaves and twigs
during summer; browse more during winter when
other feed is more limited.
Interaction with the Public - an aesthetically appealing breed, but one which may be inclined to aggressive behaviour if used for breeding on public access sites.
• Friendliness - docile and generally oblivious to
members of the public. Easily approached, but
unless well handled is likely to become quite flighty
if in actual contact with people. Cows that are
milked are friendlier than those kept as sucklers.
As a dairy breed, Kerry bulls must not be kept on
sites where there is public access.
• Behaviour when breeding - cows may become
flighty and difficult when in season or recently
calved, when they may attack anything that is perceived as a threat to the calf.
• Reaction to dogs – once used to dogs will accept
and tolerate them without curiosity or alarm; care
must be exercised when cows have a calf at foot.
• Public appeal - steers and dry cows maintain good
condition thus mitigating against likely animal welfare complainants. However, cows feeding a calf
may get a lean appearance by the end of the winter.
Marketability - a breed with good commercial potential if some good keep is available.
• Breeding – excellent as a single suckler on rough
grazing.
• Meat - when put on good keep the breed fattens
readily, producing a fine marbled beef of excellent
flavour.
• Milk – a dairy breed; the main surviving herd is kept
in that capacity.
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Sites where Kerry cattle are in use & contacts
SITE NAME

HABITAT

DETAILS AVAILABLE

CONTACT

Muckross House,
County Kerry

Michael Morgan

Killarney National
Park
Killarney, Eire

Rory Harrington
+353 51 854329

Duchas
Other contacts:

British Kerry Cattle Society

Miss Ruth Leslie
Blair
Achiltibuie
Ullapool
Ross-shire
IV26 2YN

Kerry Cattle Society of Ireland

Mrs G R Hilliard
064 31840

From the Shetland centre. Runs a small herd of Kerry Linda McCaig
cattle and willing to talk to people about their use in con- 01238 842284
servation grazing.
Rare Breeds Survival Trust

924 7669 6551

Previous keeper and breeder of Kerry Cattle for many David Sydenham
years.
01980 629438
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